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Abstract

Many microscopic investigations of materials may benefit from the recording of multiple successive images. This can
include techniques common to several types of microscopy such as frame averaging to improve signal-to-noise ratios
(SNR) or time series to study dynamic processes or more specific applications. In the scanning transmission electron
microscope, this might include focal series for optical sectioning or aberration measurement, beam damage studies or
camera-length series to study the effects of strain; whilst in the scanning tunnelling microscope, this might include bias-
voltage series to probe local electronic structure. Whatever the application, such investigations must begin with the
careful alignment of these data stacks, an operation that is not always trivial. In addition, the presence of low-frequency
scanning distortions can introduce intra-image shifts to the data. Here, we describe an improved automated method of
performing non-rigid registration customised for the challenges unique to scanned microscope data specifically
addressing the issues of low-SNR data, images containing a large proportion of crystalline material and/or local features
of interest such as dislocations or edges. Careful attention has been paid to artefact testing of the non-rigid registration
method used, and the importance of this registration for the quantitative interpretation of feature intensities and
positions is evaluated.

Keywords: Image registration; Non-rigid registration; Quantitative ADF; Strain mapping; Principle component analysis;
Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM)
Background
Scanning microscopes are unique in that they allow for
the recording of multiple signal types, often concur-
rently, all of which are spatially resolved. For the study
of material science, some of the most powerful families
of instruments used are the aberration-corrected scan-
ning transmission electron microscope (STEM), the
scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) and atomic force
microscope (AFM). Each of these valuable research tools
is capable of yielding several imaging and spectroscopic
signals, often in parallel, at atomic resolution. To re-
trieve these spatially resolved signals, a scanned probe of
either electrons or a physical tip is used, in contrast with
the parallel illumination in conventional transmission
electron (TEM) or optical microscopy. However, in each
case, this serial acquisition comes with a penalty, as typ-
ical acquisition times can be up to tens of seconds long
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depending on the image dimensions and scanning speed.
At these acquisition times, the operator has to worry
about correcting not only image offsets from stage/sample
drift [1–6] (for example from thermal expansion) but also
low-frequency distortions that can perturb the image lo-
cally [7–9]. Still, further problems can arise from incorrect
instrument scan generator calibration [10]. These offsets
and distortions then require correction by so-called rigid
and non-rigid registrations.
Here, we present a new automated software for the

robust non-rigid registration of serial microscopy data.
First, in the Non-rigid registration section, non-rigid
registration will be introduced along with some of the
challenges specifically applicable to high-resolution mi-
croscopy. Next, we describe the prior knowledge from
the scanned nature of serial microscopy and how this
can be used to design improved registration algorithms.
In the Evaluation of the non-rigid performance section,
the proposed methods are evaluated quantitatively with
special interest paid to the frequency range of instabilities
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that can be corrected, the correction of small sample rota-
tions and the robustness to registration artefacts. Lastly, in
the Application to quantitative imaging section, some ap-
plications of the new tool are presented, including: fidelity
of quantitative annular dark-field (ADF) intensity and
structural data as well as applications to scanning tunnel-
ling microscopy (STM). Whilst not discussed here expli-
citly, the methods developed are also applicable to other
scanned microscopies such as atomic force microscopy.

Frequency purview of image registration methods
Before presenting our new algorithm, it is worth consider-
ing the wider background of image registration regimes.
Serial acquisition artefacts can be broadly grouped into
low-, intermediate- and high-frequency issues and are
often referred to as sample/image drift, scan distortion
and scan noise, respectively. Various methods have been
proposed to correct for these distortions, with the ap-
proach tailored to the frequency range of the issue (Fig. 1).
Rigid registration is the most simple of all the transfor-

mations as one data is purely translated with respect to
another; that is, all points in the data are shifted by the
same vector. Many techniques have been proposed for
this, using cross-correlation, mutual information [11] or
Fourier space analysis [12, 13]. In this work, we will not
comment on the well-established rigid registration (fur-
ther background in [14]); instead, we will focus on dy-
namic distortions and non-rigid registration.
Perhaps, the most commonly observed corruption of

atomic resolution serial-acquired data is image drift.
This is observable as a shearing of the known crystallo-
graphic angles which becomes worse with slower scans
(longer total frame time) or faster stage drift. One ap-
proach to correcting this in STEM is to compare the ser-
ial data with its conventional TEM counterpart. Using
this, an affine transformation can be defined that cor-
rects for the observed drift [1]. Whilst this is useful in
that it can be performed on a single STEM image, this
approach requires a mode change of the instrument
making it challenging or impossible to work with the
same region of interest. Another recent approach has
Fig. 1 Scanned image artefact types, frequency ranges and remedies
been to precess the instrument’s scan rotation, thus
varying the angle between the drift vector and the slow-
scan direction (most sensitive to drift). This may be a
comparison of two data recorded with perpendicular
scans [6–15], or with a sweep of many scan directions
[5] or even spiral scans [16]. In general, these measure-
ments assume the drift rate remains constant although
in [5], the authors demonstrated an adaptation to in-
clude a slowly decaying drift rate. This adaptation then
extends the scope of affine corrections from the ‘zero-
frequency’ of constant drift to the few tens of image
frames per cycle, say 0.005 Hz. To consider any image
distortion frequency higher than this, affine transforma-
tions can no longer be used and we must consider non-
rigid registration.

Non-rigid registration
Non-rigid image registration refers to the transformation
of imaging data from one coordinate set to another.
Unlike simple affine transformations (translation, rota-
tion, dilation, shearing etc.), non-rigid transformations
do not necessarily preserve straight lines as different
sub-regions of images may move by differing vectors.
Such non-rigid registration has many applications in im-
aging where either the object or recording process vary
over time including remote sensing [17], medical im-
aging [18, 19] and astronomy and photography [20]. In
serial microscopy, the same challenges can be encoun-
tered, with dynamic sample behaviour and instrumental
instabilities both contributing to erroneous data offsets.

Non-rigid registration approaches in serial microscopy
Many approaches for non-rigid registration exist in
other fields [14]; however, its use in microscopy is rela-
tively recent, and few generalised methods exist. One ap-
proach is to record experimental image series (time
series) from which the effects of time-varying distortions
and persistent sample information can be separated.
These data can be reregistered by defining the so-called
control points that appear in both data and determining
a transformation operator to map these to each other.
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However, here, manual input is generally necessary in de-
fining the control points which can be challenging and
hampers automation. Instead, an alternative ‘gradient des-
cent’ method, where the differences between images are
used to directly infer the direction of local motion [7–18],
is well suited to automation and is what is discussed here.
In the gradient descent method, the differences be-

tween the gradients of two grayscale images are used to
suggest the displacement field between them. The dis-
placement map is applied to the ‘moving’ image. The
images are compared again and a new displacement field
calculated (smaller than the first) which is added to the
displacements already measured. In this way, the cumu-
lative displacement needed to register the two images is
built up iteratively. Estimating the displacement is an
unconstrained problem and can lead to abrupt discon-
tinuities in displacement and so requires a regulariser. In
Berkels et al. [7], the Dirichlet energy of the displace-
ment map is used as the regulariser in a variational ap-
proach with a gradually reducing domain over which the
Dirichlet energy is calculated. Importantly, and especially
relevant to images of periodic structures such as atomic
resolution micrographs, the transformation field must be
smoothed sufficiently that no crystallographic features
are seen in the diagnosed displacement field; if such
periodicity is observable, then this represents an artefact
of the diagnosis procedure itself and may compromise
the final result. Here, we devise and apply a regularisa-
tion approach specifically tailored for scanned images.

Non-rigid registration challenges
There are several effects that can impede the accurate
registration of images including some challenges that are
unique to atomic resolution micrographs. These can be
sample related to the following:

� Strong periodicity in the sample (crystallinity)
� Local structure variations that are genuine features

(not distortions) which must be preserved
� Structural changes in the sample due to sample

rotation, dynamic processes or damage effects [21, 22],
� Changes in a STEM image’s constant background

from contamination etc. or in STM/AFM from
tip-height changes.

or imaging related to the following:

� Limited image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
� A large constant background to the data (sometimes

called ‘black-level’ or ‘D.C. offset’)
� Low-frequency (a few cycles per frame time) scan

distortion
� Changes in image appearance during STEM focal

series from residual aberrations [23]
� Changes in the image’s dynamic range or contrast
during STEM focal [24] or camera-length series [25]
or STM bias-voltage series [26]

Methods
The non-rigid method used in this work is based on the
so-called gradient descent technique where the differences
in the gradients of two image data are used to diagnose
the position varying offsets between them. Specifically, the
accelerated ‘demons’ method [27] based on the work of
Cachier et al. [18] and Wang et al. [19] where more de-
tailed background mathematics is described. Figure 2
shows an outline of the method used which will first be
discussed before presenting experimental results.
Figure 2 shows the data set I(x,y,n) being imported from

disc, but in principle, the method can be modified to
run in real time during data acquisition. Notation here is
that images have lateral dimensions x-y and a counting
index n. In the discussion presented here, the data are
assumed to have already been rigid registered [11–13].
An initial reference image, R(x,y), is calculated by simply
taking the mean through the image series. The normal-
ised x and y gradient of this ‘static’ image, S, is calculated
outside of the image series loop. Within the innermost
iterative loop, the same normalised gradient is calcu-
lated, M(x,y,n), this time for the moving (nth) image. The
difference between the intensity of the moving and static
images, multiplied by the sum of the gradients, then
yields the incremental transformation field Δφ(x,y,n).
Next, the incremental transformation field Δφ(x,y,n)

must be constrained in some way to yield a modified
version of itself. The most simple modification would be
smoothing to avoid discontinuities; tailoring the extent
of this smoothing and more advanced treatments are
discussed later. This yields the constrained incremental
transformation field, Δφ’(x,y,n), which indicates the non-
rigid displacement field needed to bring the moving
image towards registry with the reference. On the first
loop of this innermost iteration, this represents the en-
tire transformation measurement, φ(x,y); for subsequent
iterations, the incremental transformation field is multi-
plied by a constant α added to this.
This constant allows the ‘aggressiveness’ of the solu-

tion convergence to be adjusted; too small and the com-
putation will take excessive time to converge, too large
and the solution may rattle near convergence and fail to
reach a precise solution. The value of α depends on sev-
eral factors. For images with equal distortion strengths
(and because transformations are calculated from the
image’s numerical gradients), α is proportional to the
signal amplitude. Equally, α is inversely proportional to
pixel-width squared, as the finer sampling reduces the
numerical gradient and also requires more pixel transla-
tion for a fixed real-space lateral offset. The precise



Fig. 2 Flow diagram of the non-rigid registration software algorithm. See the main text for a description of the symbols. The dashed line represents an
optional intra-loop update of the reference image
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value of α can be optimised by evaluating the number of
iterations to reach convergence ,but values between
three and seven have been found to be reasonable in
tests to date for images normalised in the dynamic range
of zero-to-one and with approximately 20 pixels per
atomic feature separation. If the solution converges very
slowly, the user may increase the value of α, whereas if
the offset diagnosis solution ‘bounces’, the value should
be reduced.
Using the diagnosed transformation field, the experi-

mental image is resampled over new grid points to affect
this transformation and yield the intermediate image, I’n.
Now, we have a new image, but this is only partly regis-
tered, and so I’n, is analysed again iteratively to ‘build up’
the full displacement diagnosis. Once complete, we
move to the next experimental image in the series.
At the outset, we start with the assumption that the

raw frames may be distorted, and so, it is also reasonable
to assume that the reference image, the average over the
frames, may be imperfect. As the low-frequency scan
distortions are generally uncorrelated (random) between
frames, then this blurring is sufficiently isotropic and
unbiased. To achieve the best possible non-rigid results,
the distortion-corrected frames of the first iteration are
reused to create a new reference image and the process
repeated. This has implications for the strategies chosen
in the data collection itself, as it is preferable to have a
sufficient number of frames contributing to the averaged
reference image. To achieve this, repeated fast imaging
is preferred over fewer slow frames. Clearly, there is an
upper limit to the speed of the individual frames as suffi-
cient SNR must remain for both the rigid and non-rigid
registration steps. When images change nature rapidly
because of sample damage [22], phase change [21] or
though focus [24], taking the average of only the neigh-
bouring frames and not the whole series is more
appropriate.
Importantly, when the data are registered on the fol-

lowing iteration, it is the totally raw frames that are used
to prevent the introduction of any ‘multiple-resampling’
artefacts. For high SNR data with limited scanning distor-
tions, two reference update iterations may be sufficient;
for lower SNR data or data with more significant distor-
tions, five or more reference updates may be needed.
In addition to this base non-rigid registration method,

we have incorporated several other features to increase
the accuracy of the result whilst minimising the computa-
tional time needed. These are described in the Algorithm
optimisations and limitations section.

Transformation fields for serial imaging
It is always necessary to exercise caution when registering
large numbers of experimental images to avoid the intro-
duction of unwanted artefacts [11]. This is especially true
for non-rigid registration, where the potential for misregis-
tering noise and artefacts becomes greater (see Additional
file 1). Conventionally, to reduce the risk of introducing
artefacts, the incremental displacement field is smoothed
very heavily during the iterative diagnosis stage [18], often
so much that this approaches an affine-like transformation
field [7]. This can prevent local features such as defects or
edges becoming corrupted by the registration but also
limits the distortion correction to very diffuse long-range
oscillations imparting a very restrictive limit to the distor-
tion frequencies that are possible to compensate.
Instead, to reduce the risk of registration artefacts be-

ing introduced, we can introduce prior knowledge based
on the technological implementation of scanning micro-
scopes themselves. In these instruments, the scan speed
along the so-called fast-scan direction may be two or
three orders of magnitude faster than that in the slow-
scan direction. As a result of this, the slow-scan direc-
tion is far more susceptible to low-frequency image dis-
tortions [6, 8–28]. This effect is also directly observed in
experimental data, Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3, an example transformation field is shown for

one frame of an ADF time series; first, as determined
when using an unconstrained smoothing kernel. In this
view, the fast- versus slow-scan behaviour is immediately
apparent and as expected, we see that distortion diagno-
ses are far more similar within a fast-scan line compared
with across lines [28]. Also shown is the result of taking
the row-wise median whilst calculating the transformation
field. This reproduces the unconstrained transformation
field very well but importantly offers increased robustness
to any local extremities. This approach is also more rep-
resentative of the whole width of the field of view and
eliminates problems where fast-scan banding remains
observable even after correction [8–29].
This row-wise median screening or ‘row-locking’ im-

parts a powerful property to the non-rigid registration
process, that is, that long-range smoothing is no longer
relied upon to prevent transformation field discontinu-
ities or artefacts. This allows for far more localised
distortions to be diagnosed and corrected whilst main-
taining artefact robustness. Furthermore, the fast-scan
row-locking also prevents distortions from occurring at
sample edges or interfaces. Two specific cases of nano-
particle edges and grain boundary interfaces are tested
in the following sections.
Results
In this section, the proposed algorithm is evaluated on
several key criteria; specifically, the sensitivity of the scan
correction to localised distortions, the ability to correct
small sample rotations and the fidelity of detail preserva-
tion at edges/boundaries.



Fig. 3 Comparison of transformation field constraints diagnosed form an ADF time series of [100] MgO (y-direction shown only). Top-left, a simple
10-pixel Gaussian blurring; top-right, the row-locked equivalent. Note how the row-locked solution faithfully diagnoses the scanning distortions
(horizontal bands) with no ‘leakage’ of the crystallographic structure. For completeness, the result of locking the rows across the slow-scan direction is
shown bottom-left, indicating that the scanning distortions are not dominant along this direction. The reference image of the final iteration is shown
for comparison. Colour scale shows units of pixels, and grey numbers indicate the total calculation time
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Sensitivity to distortion, sample rotation and artefact
robustness
In all non-rigid registration approaches, there is one es-
sential parameter that often receives little attention, that
is, the transformation field smoothing kernel [18]. In this
section, the effect of varying the size of this kernel is
evaluated explicitly; it is compared with the ‘row-locking’
alternative, and for the special case of loosely supported
nanoparticles (that may rotate slightly with respect to
the scan direction), a ‘row-fitting’ variant, Fig. 4.
Figure 4 exhibits several important trends, so we will

begin by inspecting the unconstrained maps. The 5-pixel
smoothed map clearly shows significant crystallographic
information leaking into the diagnosis, the 2-pixel
smoothing contains so many abrupt discontinuities it is
unusable and even the 10-pixel smoothed map shows
traces of lattice planes. This ‘leakage’ of crystallographic
information into the displacement field is a diagnosis
artefact, and the fields required smoothing to at least 20
pixels to eliminate the lattice entirely. In all these plots,
the outline of the nanoparticle is clearly visible and there
are several extreme ‘hot-spots’ around the perimeter
where significant transformations (relative to the refer-
ence data) were diagnosed. These hot-spots correspond
to atom positions that have moved or been sputtered
through beam damage during the series, and such local-
ised spatial transformations will significantly affect the
image intensity data. We can also see bands similar to
those in Fig. 3 running parallel to the fast-scan direction
representing the genuine localised scanning distortions.
Applying the row-locking procedure yields the middle

set of panels, and the similarities and differences be-
tween these two approaches are important. Now, the
sample edges and their associated artefacts are no longer
present, nor signs of the sample crystallography, whilst
the distortion bands parallel to the fast-scan direction
are preserved. Again, we see that no longer relying on
long-range smoothing of the transformation fields to
eliminate artefacts allows a 2-pixel smoothed row-locked
diagnosis to be used instead of a 40-pixel smoothed un-
constrained diagnosis. This is important because the
transformation fields should contain no sample or



Fig. 4 Comparison of example φy displacement fields (φx not shown) from one frame of an ADF image series of a [110] oriented PtCo bimetallic
nanoparticle determined using the ‘unlocked’, ‘row-locked’ and ‘row-fitted’ approaches. From left to right, the smoothing kernel size is also varied.
The colour scale shows units of pixels. The reference image is shown far right for comparison, and grey numbers indicate the total calculation time
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crystallographic information at all. The instrumental dis-
tortion exists with or without the presence of the sam-
ple, so its diagnosis should not be dependent on it also.
In theory, no smoothing could be used, but this small
amount of 2 pixels improves robustness to shot noise.
A further key difference is observable between these

and the unconstrained plots. The unconstrained φy plots
show a ‘ramp’ from left to right indicating that an add-
itional affine transformation was present. The origin of
this is small rotations of the loosely supported nanopar-
ticle throughout the series, a problem which is difficult
to avoid experimentally. Using the row-locked approach,
these cannot be described, and hence, the sample rota-
tion cannot be corrected. The solution to this is to use a
constraint with an intermediate degree of restriction;
here by fitting a low-order polynomial (linear in this
case) to the fast-scan lines rather than simply locking
them. This yields the third row of plots in Fig. 4. We
now have transformation diagnosis, free from edge ef-
fects and lattice artefacts but which can also diagnose
and correct small sample rotations.
To quantify the sample rotation and its correction, lat-

tice angles were measured throughout the image series
using the point projective standard deviation technique
(PPSD) [30]. Peak finding was first performed on each
image (using the algorithm in [2]) to yield a sparse array
of points, and these were then Radon transformed and its
standard deviation projected, Fig. 5. This PPSD measure-
ment [30] reveals high-order crystallographic directions
and is more sensitive to small changes in angle than the
simple projective standard deviation measurement [5].
The PPSD analysis of the rigid-aligned data reveals a

rotational range of approximately 2.8 °, Fig. 5. All lattice
plane angles rotate equally indicating that this is a true
rotation and not a shear. In the row-locked case, lattice
angles close to 0 ° and 180 ° (parallel to the slow-scan
direction) are well corrected but lattice planes near par-
allel to the fast-scan direction are wholly uncorrected as
expected. This is easily understood in terms of the row-
locking of the φy field which prevents image shear (or
rotation) along that direction.
For the row-fitted method, the PPSD analysis reveals

full correction of sample rotation across all lattice orien-
tations. If we recall the reference-updating iterative pro-
cedure described above, the benefit of this rotation
correction is further realised as the quality of the refer-
ence image also improves greatly after just one iteration.
Whilst this hybrid method has proven useful for nano-

particle time series registration, it should be noted that
for more rigidly supported experimental samples, the
more computationally efficient row-locking mode would
be sufficient.



Fig. 6 Enlargements from example non-rigid registration results corresponding to the transformation fields in Fig. 4. Top-right unconstrained and
bottom-right row-fitted, both with 5-pixel smoothing. Top-left, a further enlarged view of the surface atoms with the unconstrained solution. Note
the ‘fish-eye’ type distortions on the atomic columns in the bulk and the ‘horse-tail’ wispy elongations at the surface. All figures show the same
colour scale

Fig. 5 Lattice angles determined by PPSD analysis for the rigid-aligned data (top), and the row-locked (middle) and row-fitted (bottom) data.
Plots show the range 0 °–180 °
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Table 1 Performance evaluation of the rigid and non-rigid registration options discussed in the text

Whilst the computationally efficient row-locking method is suitable for most data sets, the hybrid row-fitting approach delivers the best performance for rocking
nanoparticles. Videos A-E are included as Additional files 2-6
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The artefact robustness of the row-locking/row-fitting
procedure can be further inspected by comparing the re-
sults against the unconstrained method at free sample
edges. The same effect is true at sample defects and in-
terfaces such as dislocations or grain boundaries. Figure 6
shows an extreme enlargement of the edge of the par-
ticle analysed in Fig. 4.
The top-left edge of the nanoparticle at the free sur-

face shows significant artefacts from the registration of
the frame using unconstrained methods. The origin of
this lies in the attempt to register the individual frame
to a reference that is the average frame. The result of
this is that any genuine dynamic behaviour such as re-
construction, damage or sputtering is corrupted in the
process. The atomic columns in the centre of the par-
ticle are also significantly distorted with a ‘fish-eye’ like
appearance. This leads to a significant change in image
intensity corrupting also any thickness or composition
measurements.
The performance of the various methods discussed are

summarised in Table 1.
Summarising the results of Figs. 4 and 6 together in

Table 1, we are left with a very powerful conclusion; it is
impossible to define an unconstrained non-rigid transform-
ation field that is both responsive to localised scanning dis-
tortions and free from artefacts. This problem is most
noticeable at free edges of samples, yielding significant im-
plications for nanoscale strain mapping, and is likely to be
the precision limiting factor in such investigations [31].
Algorithm optimisations and limitations
A number of further optimisations were developed
alongside those above:

� Choice of global or local reference frame
� Iterative approach and convergence detection for

improved computation speed
� Restoration of secondary signals and
� Distortion frequency analysis
Choice of global or local reference image
In non-rigid registration, the choice of the reference image
is crucial. In the accompanying code, two options are
available to the user for choosing the non-rigid registra-
tion reference data, either global reference or local refer-
ence. In the case of an experimental time series (and in
the absence of damage), we can assume the images are in-
dependent viewings of the same underlying structure.
Here, the mean through the already rigid registered image
stack can be used as a suitable reference image. Alterna-
tively, if the form of the image is changing through the
series, such as an experimental STEM focal series, it is
better to use the mean of the two neighbouring frames
as the reference. This is suitable so long as the focal
steps are finely enough sampled that no drastic change
in the optical transfer function has occurred in the
step. This neighbour average may also be more suitable
if the experimental time series shows a significant
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amount of sample change, say from electron-beam
damage or dynamic surface refaceting.
Convergence detection for improved computation speed
Within this nested iterative regime, the software is opti-
mised to spend no longer than necessary performing
each stage. To achieve this, an exit criterion has been
added to the inner most loop (the distortion diagnosis)
to exit when a certain precision of registration has been
achieved. If the mean of the incremental offset maps falls
below some certain threshold, we can say that the regis-
tration has converged. In general, a value of 0.01 pixels
represents a balance between computational speed and
precision. In the accompanying code, the user may vary
this parameter freely but is recommended not to go
below 0.001 pixels as excessive computational time may
result for no image quality benefit.
For high-throughput analysis of data algorithm, speed is

clearly important. For the 512 × 512 pixel raw data shown
in Figs. 3 and 4 with 31 and 57 frames, respectively (three
passes, 0.01-pixel exit criterion), the total calculation times
are shown alongside each condition. Generally, this was of
the order of a few minutes. As an extreme test of the
MatLab™ code, a series of ten 4k STEM images (4096 ×
4096 pixel) were registered to an exit target of 0.05 pixels
with three outermost update iterations. The total process-
ing time was 1872 s (~31 min). For the STM data pre-
sented later, the equivalent processing time was 66 s. All
times correspond to an Intel™ i7-870 at 2.93 GHz personal
computer. Further speed improvements could likely be
Fig. 7 Stages in testing the fidelity of quantitative image intensity data, firs
(right). Illustration shows crops from each stage, but a full-size version is inc
realised if the MatLab™ code were migrated to a multi-
core or GPU deployment.
Restoration of secondary signals/spectral data
As the probe-sample interaction in the STEM generates
several signals simultaneously, several data sets can be
recorded simultaneously. In all cases, the same image/
sample drift relationship exists (rigid offsets) along with
the same localised probe distortions (non-rigid offsets).
In this way, multiple signals can be reregistered from the
diagnosis performed on one. This secondary signal may
be from another imaging detector, or equally x-ray or
energy-loss spectral data. Where spectral data is being
used, it is often of a far lower signal-to-noise ratio than
the imaging data. This matching of the registration off-
sets allows for the offsets to be diagnosed from a high
SNR data but applied to all.
Distortion frequency analysis
Image distortion is always best eliminated at source rather
than via image processing. Previously, we have shown that
analysis of offsets along the fast-scan direction allows for
very high-frequency distortions, around 2 kHz, to be ana-
lysed (see supplementary information of [2]). Extending
the concept here to an analysis of the slow-scan rows, it is
possible to analyse distortions of a very low frequency,
around 0.2–3 Hz. Hopefully through such analysis, it is
possible to identify the source of the distortion at its
source in the EM suite, possible candidates at these low
frequencies may be airflow or seismic vibrations.
t creating distorted and noisy images (middle) before restoring them
luded in the supplement
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Limitations
One limitation of the gradient descent method that
should be explicitly stated is that there exists the poten-
tial to become ‘stuck’ in local minima. Without compu-
tationally expensive multi-scale approaches [6], this
cannot be avoided and imparts a practical consideration
that the magnitude of any low-frequency scan distortion
should not be larger than one half-unit cell within the
size of the smoothing kernel range. If this is the case,
Fig. 8 Histograms of the column-wise scattering cross-sections from the u
(middle) and from the first frame of the restored time series (bottom). Wher
with 12 components
then, not only is image registration unsuitable but also it
is not advised, as a distortion of this magnitude should
really be resolved at an instrumental level. Fortunately,
such large distortions are rarely observed, and computa-
tionally efficient methods can be used.
Lastly, it should be noted that if the effects of kHz

frequency distortions are very strong, these can persist
even after correction as they are often strongly corre-
lated along the fast-scan direction. Approaches to rotate
ndistorted simulated images (top), the distorted simulated images
e a fitted profile is shown (in red), this represents a Gaussian mixture fit
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the acquisition will help make the appearance of these
effects more isotropic [5], but ideally, these should be
sought out at the environmental level.
Discussion
STEM ADF image intensity reliability
The so-called quantitative ADF makes use of image data
recorded on an absolute scale and expressed in units of
fractional beam intensity [32]. Using this method, it is pos-
sible to count atoms either by comparison with simulation
[33, 34] or by purely statistical methods [35]. However, in
either case, it is the mean or integrated signal that is the
metric used for comparison and this is susceptible to
corruption by low-frequency scan distortion. These dis-
tortions act to inflict a local change in magnification lead-
ing to corruption of the quantitative signal.
To investigate this effect, simulated images of gold bi-

wedges 1–12 atoms thick were deliberately distorted with
low-frequency sinusoids in both the x and y directions
similar to those observed experimentally (1 and 0.75 pixels
peak-peak amplitude at 0.75 and 1.15 Hz, respectively)
Fig. 7. Poisson-distributed image noise was also added to re-
flect a realistic dose (105 e−Å−2, ≈1061 e−/pixel). This process
was repeated over multiple crystal orientations (equivalent to
STEM scan rotations) to avoid possible orientation bias. For
each scan rotation, 15 images with unique distortions and
noise were created as an analogue of an experimental time
series. These time series were then non-rigid registered using
the mean over all images as the reference data.
After registration, the scattering cross-sections of the

atomic columns were calculated [34] and histograms of
these are shown in Fig. 8. To each histogram, a Gaussian
mixture fit was computed with 12 components so that
Fig. 9 Comparison of component mean and standard deviations from the
the mean and standard deviations of the cross-sections
could be analysed [36].
Figure 8 (top) shows the clearly isolated peaks of the

undistorted image. From this, we can conclude that for
images whose performance is only limited by Poisson
noise, we expect to be able to count atoms readily from
the STEM image intensity using either simulation library
or statistical methods [36]. Figure 8 (middle) shows the
equivalent histogram after the introduction of scan dis-
tortion. Here, we now see significant broadening and
overlap of adjacent Gaussian components. For this dis-
tribution, reservations would exist with atom-counting
assignments greater than four atoms [37].
Following the restoration of the simulated time series,

the first frame was taken and reanalysed. Importantly, to
ensure a fair fixed-dose comparison, only the first frame
of each series was analysed for the histograms. After res-
toration, the Gaussians fitted to the histogram show a
far narrower width (standard deviation) and therefore
greatly reduced overlap. Here, atom-counting assign-
ments would be accurately possible up to around nine
atoms thickness, and reasonably reliable up to perhaps
12 atoms, a great improvement on the previous case.
A more quantitative means to evaluate the importance

of scan distortions in quantitative ADF is to examine the
standard deviations of the 12 Gaussians fitted in Fig. 8,
and these are shown in Fig. 9 (data table in Additional
file 1). The overlap of neighbouring Gaussian compo-
nents indeed defines the limits of atom counting with
single-atom sensitivity [36–38].
First, considering the undistorted (as-simulated) images,

we find that the standard deviation increases with the
component mean. Here, a straight line has been fitted but
for images dominated by Poisson noise only, we may have
histogram analysis in Fig. 8
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expected a √mean relationship. Next, after inclusion of
the scan distortion, we see that the standard deviation is
increased by around a factor of 5. As Fig. 8 shows, this
was improved after non-rigid registration with 77 % of the
additional standard deviation now removed.
These results suggest that compensation of low-

frequency scan distortion improves the fidelity of quanti-
tative ADF image intensities leading to the potential to
measure thickness or composition more accurately at
atomic resolution. This need not necessarily demand any
additional beam dose being required as previous work
has shown that beam dose may be divided amongst a
few experimental frames and these frames analysed col-
lectively with equal accuracy [38]; in fact as demon-
strated above, distortion compensation of a set of a few
frames is likely to deliver a slightly improved precision
over a single frame with the same total dose.
Fig. 10 Comparison of the first six principal components of the rigid
registered data set versus the first three components of the non-rigid
registered data set. Arrowhead annotations indicate the feature-shift
polarity seen in the components. Image width is 4.6 nm
ADF image feature position reliability
In the previous section, we saw that the new non-rigid
registration method can improve the reliability of the
integrated intensities of atomic columns. However, for
many applications, such as structural or strain analyses,
the positions of atomic columns are important and this
is what is discussed here. Figure 6 shows how uncon-
strained non-rigid transformation can corrupt the edge
detail of nanoparticle samples, but the same could occur
at interfaces within samples.
As describe above, non-rigid registration requires mul-

tiple frames to operate and in this sense contains the re-
dundant information necessary to separate the genuine
sample data from the effects of distortion. When pre-
sented with redundant or overdetermined data, statistical
decomposition methods can also be used to extract the
key varying components within the data set, such as prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA) [39]. This is related to,
but not the same as, noise filtering when used to describe
all the information in a data set using the fewest number
of principal components that contain meaningful informa-
tion content.
In the example shown here, we use a [001] 6 ° sym-

metric tilt grain boundary in strontium titanate SrTiO3

as an example. Fifty-two images were recorded along the
grain boundary from which 212 dislocations were identi-
fied to leave a set of cropped images. Although these
dislocations are periodically spaced along the boundary
plane, structural variations have been found in the core
structures. Alternating dislocations have either a left- or
right-handed nature depending on to which side the
extra half-plane meets the next dislocation in the bound-
ary (see Additional file 1: Figure S5); equally, we may ex-
pect small variations in the occupancy of sites in the
very centre of the core. Using these data, a PCA analysis
was performed using the MSA514 plug-in for ImageJ
where the stack of images serve as the input.¹
Immediately upon producing the scree plot (see

Additional file 1), differences can be seen between the
rigid-only and the non-rigid registered data sets. The scree
plots (Additional file 1: Figure S6) show reduced dimen-
sionality of the non-rigid registered data. In the rigid-only
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case, around twice as many components were required to
describe the data above any given eigenvalue threshold
(Fig. 10). To explore the differences further, the first few
components for each case were plotted, Fig. 10 (larger ver-
sions of these sub-plots are included in Additional file 1).
In Fig. 10, the first six components are shown for the
rigid-only case and the first three for the non-rigid, and
beyond these components, no clear interpretation in
terms of sample geometry was obvious and the images
displayed mostly noise.
If we consider the component maps for the rigid-only

case, we see that in many cases, the features show a po-
larity, that is, there is a white and dark peak pair associ-
ated with one another (compare with [4]). This
translates to the component describing a shifting of the
atomic column positions in the original images. How-
ever, we have to be cautious with the interpretation of
these component maps because of the way that STEM
data is recorded. It has been shown previously that in
the presence of image drift, the true form of the sample
can be modified by some form of affine transformation
[1–4]. Now, in the context of these affine transforms, let
us look again at the first three components from the
rigid-only set and the first component of the non-rigid
set. In all of the first three components from the rigid-
only set, we see a band through the centre of diffuse
grey, that is of little significance. Above and below this
mid-line, we see two distinctly different behaviours in
Fig. 11 a An example frame from an STM image series of SrTiO3 (001) trilin
the frame series. Line profiles correspond to the regions indicated by the w
bands) as well as the lateral distortions have been corrected. The periodicit
after restoration
the feature polarity (real-image feature shift). The first
and third components exhibit a shearing-type behaviour
inclined at 45 ° from the horizontal and 90 ° from one
another; the second again shows a similar shearing-type
behaviour but now roughly parallel to the fast-scan
(horizontal) direction. These displacements are in fact
the result of image drift and/or scan distortion. The ob-
servant reader may wonder why there is not a fourth
shearing-type component perpendicular to the second
and this will be discussed later. These three distorted
components are shown alongside the first component
from the corrected data set. In fact, if the vectors shown
on the rigid-only maps 1–3 are added together, they will
close and yield minimal overall displacement. This result
is consistent then with the first corrected component
showing almost no polarity—it merely shows the vari-
ation from the mean of the white atomic columns and
dark dislocation core.
The next comparable components are the fourth rigid-

only and the second non-rigid; here, we see a compo-
nent that describes the correlation between an increased
occupancy of the terminating half-plane with an outward
displacement of the adjacent planes. This is consistent
with elastic theory and offers a useful route to studying
this occupancy-strain relationship.
Lastly, the fifth and sixth components of the rigid-only

data set and the third component of the non-rigid are
closely comparable. In this component, we see the effect of
es [41] (field of view = 40 × 40 nm2) and b the restored image from
hite lines. Note that both the tip-height artefacts (horizontal bright/dark
y along the ridge of the triline (≈2 Å spacing) is directly interpretable
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the previously mentioned left- or right-handedness of the
staggered dislocations. Unfortunately, this useful genuine
information has become conflated in the rigid-only case
with the fourth and final image drift distortion described
earlier. Now, in the presence of image drift, another add-
itional component becomes necessary to describe this
combination of the displacements and image drift.
Application to scanning tunnelling microscopy
The methods demonstrated for registering STEM data are
equally applicable to other scanned probe microscopies
such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) or scanning tun-
nelling microscopy (STM) where careful image reregistra-
tion is equally important. Here, thermal drift is again
problematic [40] and this can often be corrected using af-
fine transformations [3]. Again, the same prior knowledge
regarding the fast-scan behaviour can be utilised to im-
prove the registration performance and using the robust
‘row-locking’ technique, it is possible to perform robust
non-rigid registration capable of outperforming the more
restrictive affine or polynomial unwarping.
To demonstrate this, an example STM time series data

set was registered (original data set details as in [41]).
The registration of scanned physical, as opposed to elec-
tron, probe microscopy is complicated by one additional
factor—that of tip-height artefacts. This manifests itself
as regions of brighter and darker bands representing the
temporary offset in the height of the scanning tip (or
bright/dark rings in a spiral scan [16]). Again, as for lateral
distortions this is heavily correlated along the fast-scan dir-
ection and can be corrected as such [15]. To correct for
tip-height errors, the data was rigid registered, and then,
the median height was calculated row-wise. For each image,
this was then corrected to be brought to the mean of the
median heights over the whole of the image series. After
this height correction, the data were non-rigid registered
using the ‘row-locking’ feature described earlier; the result
of correcting the data series is shown in Fig. 11. A movie of
the raw and registered data is provided in Additional files 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. The reader may wish to compare these
with the manual registration performed previously and
available in the supplementary data of [41].
After correction of the tip-height and low-frequency

lateral distortions, it is possible to either play back the
movie of the data (see Additional files 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6)
and view the dynamic processes without distraction or
to average through the image series to improve signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) for improved measurement preci-
sion (Fig. 11b).
Conclusions
A single serial-acquired image (STEM, STM, AFM etc.)
combines genuine sample information and the effects of
possible scanning distortions. Recording multiple frames
of serial-acquired data yields a separable data set with
information about both the sample and any scanning
distortions which can be diagnosed and corrected by
non-rigid registration. In experimental data, scanning
distortions were found to be highly correlated along a
fast-scan row, but far more varying between rows (in the
slow-scan direction). This phenomenological description
was used to design new ‘row-locked’ and ‘row-fitted’ dis-
tortion field constraints that alleviate the need for long-
range smoothing kernels. These approaches were tested
and found to deliver more localised image correction
without the introduction of artefacts at sample edges or
interfaces.
The distortion correction technique was tested in

three case studies: ADF intensity quantification, interface
structural interpretation and STM resolution/SNR. In all
cases, the precision and interpretability of the data were
improved. Further optimisation of the improvement in
ADF intensity- and strain-precision as a function of the
scan speed, electron dose and optimum number of
frames is an ongoing study. The software described in
this work is available free of charge for academic/non-
commercial use from www.lewysjones.com.
Endnote
1Plug-in details can be found at: http://rsb.info.nih.gov/

ij/plugins/inserm514/Documentation/MSA_514/MSA.html

Additional files

Additional file 1: Supplementary information. Additional information,
details of pure noise artifact testing, and enlargements of some figures.

Additional file 2: Video A. Rigid registered only ADF time-series.

Additional file 3: Video B. Unconstrained non-rigid registration result
with 40 pixel smoothing range.

Additional file 4: Video C. Unconstrained non-rigid registration result
with 5 pixel smoothing range.

Additional file 5: Video D. Row locked' non-rigid registration result
with 5 pixel smoothing range.

Additional file 6: Video E. 'Row fitted' non-rigid registration result with
5 pixel smoothing range.

Additional file 7: Raw STM Data. Unprocessed STM raw data.

Additional file 8: Registered STM Data. STM data after tip-height
correction and rigid and non-rigid registration.
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